AT HOME IN SOUTH MINNEAPOLIS SINCE 1921

2023
Who we are
A Scandinavian marketplace, founded in 1921 by Norwegian immigrant Charlie Ingebretsen and now run by the 3rd and 4th generations of the Ingebretsen and Dahl families. We strive to foster a deep appreciation for our heritage by offering the foods and goods that connect us all.

Where we are
We’re proud to be a constant presence on East Lake Street, a vibrant neighborhood where immigrants have long come to make a start in their new home, and still do. We work to be a peaceful, happy place where everyone is welcome.

Welcome! Víkommenn!
To you, our customers, whether you’ve come for generations or are new to the family. We look backward with gratitude and forward into our second century with excitement and hope. We invite you to visit soon, in person or online.

Clockwise from top left: Store front 1921, Our butcher counter, Charlie Sr & Ellen, Chas Ingebretsen Sr (left) & family 1927.

We honor the lives of three special staff members lost this past year. Marian Nelson, Diane Noble, and Carmen Rowland each added so much to the fabric of Ingebretsen’s, and are deeply missed.

Ingebretsen’s Nordic Marketplace - The Book!
We’re excited to present a new book about us, written and compiled by our own Laila Simon. It builds on a book written for our 90th anniversary (13 years ago!). This 100th anniversary edition is loaded with more history, more about the store today, staff interviews, customer stories, and a full archive of photos! We hope you’ll enjoy this trip down memory lane, and our stories about our beloved Lake Street neighborhood and our place in the Nordic-American community we all hold dear.
Paperback, 74 pages 6 x 8” 77048 $15

Ingý Swag!
Ingebretsen’s Annual Ornament 2023
This year’s addition to our series of ornaments created by local artists is the Heart Waffle! It’s handcrafted by Sayge Carroll from our neighbor Mudluck Pottery down the block. Porcelain. 3 x 3/4” 77061 $40

The Family Table Tote
A detail from our mural (see back cover!) is printed in Minneapolis on a recycled cotton/poly canvas tote bag. 15 x 16 x 3” 77053 $20

Ingebretsen’s Camp Mug
From MiII, known and respected for their great quality and business ethics, a double-wall vacuum stainless steel mug with lid – keeps hot hot and cold cold! Great for camping and travel. 12 oz. 72135 $25

Vintage Viking Zipper Hoodie
A new take on our retro logo! The navy blue sweatshirt with a metal zipper is made of 60/40% recycled cotton/poly, and printed locally. Sizes S, M, L, XL, 2X, 3X. 77060 $45

SCANDINAVIAN PINE FOREST

Pine Bough Tray
Graceful white pine boughs adorn a tray designed by Minnesota artist Mark Bretheim. Laminated birch, made in Sweden. 12” 59678 $40

Mugs Keep your drinks toasty with cozy new forest-themed mugs!
Moose Insulated Camp Mug for your next trip. 10 oz, double-wall stainless steel with lid 74635 $29
Forest Lakes Ceramic Mug 11oz 76371 $16 Blue Moose Ceramic Mug 11oz 73289 $12

Beeswax Pinecone Candles
From Ottsville Farm Beeswax, small batch, hand-poured candles are made on a family farm in Scandia, Minnesota. Large 5” 74037 $29 Small 2” 74042 $7

Tallkotte Pine Cone Jewelry
Lovely jewelry made of shiny silver cones are a sweet homage to the pine forest. From Minnesota by Lilleknappen. Earrings 1/2” on silver hooks 46992 $30 Necklace 16” charms on 18” silver chain 46999 $30

Pine Cone Seating Pad
Woven of 100% new wool by Vingtor of Norway, seating pads are perfect for sitting on a cold bleacher or an fresh snow while you’re skiing. Kejser Blå 17 x 17” 74629 $35

Granar (Fir Tree) Table Runner
From Sweden’s Ekeland Weaving, family owned since 1692, a holiday runner to complement any decor. Its subtle design is woven in natural linen and organic cotton. 14 x 47” 76313 $54.50

Lappin Pine Tree Towel
An organic linen towel from Finland, in shades of soft, calming green. 28 x 18” 76287 $32

Handmade
Pine Basket
This beautifully hand-woven basket made of pine has so many uses - breads, cookies, fruit, napkins - etc. Made in Sweden. 10 x 10" 75179 $35

On the cover: The Family Table is the theme for one panel of our building mural, described more fully on the back cover.
**FLYING FRIENDS**

**Honey Bee Enamel Pin**
1¼ x 1¼" 75131 $8.50

**Beehive Trinket Tray**
A handy little ceramic tray holds jewelry, coins, tea bags, what have you! 4”, from Danica. 75132 $12

**Frida Bee Pouch**
The bees we love adorn this cute and useful zipper pouch. On natural cotton, from Danica. 4½ x 7" 75130 $17

**Koustrup Garden Birds Collection**
This Danish company began as a way to pass on knowledge of the natural world with their exceptional artist-decorated products. Their Garden Birds design is one of our favorites!
- Birch Tray 13¾ x 6" 75055 $38
- Organic Cotton Tote 16x16" 76212 $27
- Hardbound Notebook 6x8", 94 blank pages 76211 $12

**Bianco Blu Glass Birds**
This delightful trio is handmade in Finland by the talented glassblowers of Bianco Blu. 2¼ x 3" $48 each
- Amber 38178
- Lime Green 52279
- Turquoise 58556

**Dragonfly Mug**
Delicate dragonflies decorate a 12oz. porcelain mug from Danica. 75013 $12

**Dragonfly Trivet**
An intricate laser cut wooden trivet with a dragonfly in a pattern of hearts. From Nordic Dreams of Estonia. 6" 76291 $28

**Dragonfly Towel & Dishcloth**
A delightful design by Minnesota artist Cindy Lindgren.
- Kitchen Towel with a dragonfly flying among the reeds. 100% cotton, 18 x 27" 75024 $11
- Cellulose Dishcloth 72466 $7.50

**FORAGING LOVE**

**Felt Gold Berry Branch**
A gorgeous and bendable branch for your home decor! Use alone or in arrangements, with or without ornaments, year after year. 24" 60807 $28

**Natural Felt Mushroom Ornaments**
Set of 5 73884 $28

**Forager Mouse Ornament**
She found a mushroom of her very own! 5" 73917 $22

**Mushroom Mugs**
Our favorite colorful fungi on ceramic mugs from Danica.
- Tall Mug 20oz 75208 $15
- Midi Mug 11oz 75137 $9

**Toadstool Salt and Pepper Shakers**
This vintage-style pair adds color and spice to your table! From British designer Hannah Turner, ceramic shakers are 3 and 4”. 76584 $30 pair

**Swampnik Towel**
A whole host of mushrooms on an organic cotton towel from one of our favorites, Ekelund of Sweden. 16 x 24" 73842 $32.50

**Morel Mushroom Candles**
From Otisville Farm Beeswax, small batch, hand-poured candles made in Scandia, Minnesota.
- 5" 74034 $11.50
- 2" 4040 $6

**Mushroom Knife with Brush**
How handy can you get! A tool that cuts and cleans your ‘shrooms as you collect them. From Iris Handwerk of Sweden. 8" 75459 $35

**Eldris Knife**
The Eldris knife from Sweden’s Morakniv is a compact 6" pocket size knife with a 2¼" blade and sheath. Great for camping. 72968 $44

**Swedish Berry Picker**
A tried and true design for picking berries with ease. From Linden of Sweden. 8½” 10571P $22

**The Forager’s Harvest**
A Guide to Identifying, Harvesting, and Preparing Edible Wild Plants by Samuel Thayer. Written by one of the most lauded foragers and nature writers, this is a great reference for beginning foragers or experienced gatherers. 66414 $22.95
COZY QUALITY

Maria Blanket
A soft and fluffy blanket in the classically beautiful Maria design comes from the weavers of Lapuan Kankurit in Finland. Made of 100% wool. 51 x 71” 74854 $175

Lovikka Mittens
These traditional mittens have been keeping hands warm since they were first created in northern Sweden in the late 1800s. They’re knit and then felted to make them extra thick. This version from Börjesson in 100% wool adds a soft lining of Thinsulate © for extra warmth. $35 pair

White Women’s size 75657
Men’s size 76927

Gray Women’s size 75656
Men’s size 76926

Norlender Hats
A simply cozy rib knit wool hat from Norway’s Norlender Knitwear.
One size $75

Off White 74414
Deep Red 74413
True Navy 74415

Dale Setesdal Cardigan Sweater
A traditional sweater from Dale of Norway in a beautiful stylish white! Dale uses a special treatment on their white wool yarn to keep it stain and dirt-resistant for years. Pewter clasp closures, roomy fit. Sizes XS - XXXL 74236 $350

Wool Socks
There’s nothing like wool for keeping feet warm, with its insulating, moisture-wicking, odor-resisting, long-wearing properties. This good-looking group in the traditional Selbu pattern is made in Europe by Wool Wear. 60% wool. $17 each

Red Sm 76908-S Med 76908-M Lg 76908-L
Light Gray Sm 76909-S Med 76909-M Lg 76909-L
Denim Blue Sm 76910-S Med 76910-M Lg 76910-L
Charcoal Sm 76911-S Med 76911-M Lg 76911-L

Lois Ear Threads
A sweet and simple design by Lilleknappen of Minnesota, silver threads with a textured gold ¼” disc. 76928 $35 pair

Nordic Mitten Jewelry
From A&C Oslo, a matching set in silver inspired by one of Norway’s most iconic symbols, the mitten!

Earrings ¼” 74809 $35
Necklace 18” chain 74810 $40

Dottir Jewelry
Minnesota artist Meghan Hayes, inspired by nature and traditional Scandinavian design, creates clean, geometric, and playful jewelry. Each piece is handmade.

Blomma Earrings
in silver 2” 76485 $88

Twig Post Earrings
in bronze 1/2” 74902 $38

Wood Knit Earrings
Intricate laser-engraved earrings with knit stitches! ¾” from Katrinkles of Rhode Island. 74913 $20

Nisse Earrings
Handmade felt Nisse earrings, as cute as their button noses! Made in Alaska by AnnMarie Ellison. 1” 74745 $25

Dottir Jewelry
Minnesota artist Meghan Hayes, inspired by nature and traditional Scandinavian design, creates clean, geometric, and playful jewelry. Each piece is handmade.

Blomma Earrings
in silver 2” 76485 $88

Twig Post Earrings
in bronze 1/2” 74902 $38

Sylvsmidja Sølje
Sylvsmidja is the world’s premier maker of sølje, Norway’s special, traditional silver jewelry. Based in Voss, Norway, their exquisite, handmade pieces inspire people to connect with their Norwegian heritage - both for special occasions and every day. Sylvsmidja also excels in updating traditional designs, like these lovely heart-shaped pieces. The beautiful blue stone in the brooch is a special added touch!

Blue Stone Heart Sølje Brooch 1¼” 73213 $72

Filigree Heart Sølje Earrings ¾” 73172 $40

INGEBRETSENS.COM TOLL FREE - 800 279 9333 GIFTS - 612 729 9333 MEATS - 612 729 9331
**NORDIC HEARTS**

**Nordic Love**
Minnesota artist Cindy Lindgren’s “Nordic Love” has all your favorite Scandinavian images: a Dala horse, Viking ship, mushrooms and more. Here’s a great selection of excellent products adorned with this ever-popular design.

**Insulated Camping Mug**
stainless steel 10oz 74634 $29

**Ceramic Mug**
11oz 74633 $18

**Jigsaw Puzzle**
19x27”, 1000 pieces 71739 $22

**Matted Print**
8x10” with mat. 72562 $15

**Kitchen Towel**
cotton 18x27” 73080 $11

**Swedish Cellulose Dishcloth**
73084 $7.50

**Mats Jonasson Crystal Hearts**
This master Swedish glassworks artist celebrates love with two sizes of stunning hearts in handcrafted crystal.

- **Small** 2” T1125S $95
- **Large** 3” T1125L $120

**Ekelund Hjärtbo Runner**
From Sweden comes the festive Hjärtbo (Heart Nest) to grace the Jul table or buffet. Organic cotton. 14 x 47” 70158 $54.50

**Kosta Boda Blue Brick Votive**
A handsome new dark-blue flecked crystal candleholder from Sweden. 3 x 3” 75871 $60 *special price* $39

**Kanal Tapers**
have internal channels to catch the melted wax. From Sweden. ⅞ x 8” box of 9 59079 $32

**Chime Candles**
from Sweden ½ x 4½” box of 15 White CH2402 Red CH2402R

**Drop Candles**
from Denmark
- **6½”** White CH2402 Red CH2402R

**Nisse Candleholder**
A charming ceramic nisse holds a tealight candle or a small Kupeljus pillar. 5” 76600 $12.50

**Kupeljus Pillar Candles**
are made of long-burning stearin. 1½ x 4¼”
- **White** 69781 $6 each
- **Red** 69782

**Danish Ball Candles**
2½” box of 4 $15 each
- **Red** C121
- **Navy** C127
- **Hunter Green** C129
- **Ochre** 41086
- **White** C124

**Bobo Paper Star**
This electric star is a sweet welcoming light for your window. Bring a little extra light to dark winter, as the Scandinavians do. 13” across. Bulb and 38” cord included. 73059 $18

**Gry og Sif Wool Felt**
Designed in Denmark, made in Nepal with the best fair-trade practices. Sweet felt mice hold red wooly hearts. 5” $22 each

- **Boy Mouse** sports knit overalls 73914
- **Girl Mouse** with knit jumper 73913

**Three Woolen Hearts Ornaments**
set of 3 with embroidered berries. 2½” 71175 $25

**Klassiker Hearts**
These sweet hearts are made in Denmark.
- **Small** 2” T1205W $9.50
- **Large** 3” T1205L $12.50

**Beautiful high quality candles made from stearin, a clean-burning, long-lasting, dripless vegetable wax.**

**Kalle Paper Star**
This star has a long history in the making of Jul decoration in Sweden. 13” across. Light it up with 100% blended soy wax. Bulb and 38” cord included. 73059 $18

**Eco Clear Cup Tealights**
Recycled cups, rapeseed wax, 7-hour burn time - perfect! Germany, pack of 40 69777 $18.50

**Gry og Sif Wool Felt**
Designed in Denmark, made in Nepal with the best fair-trade practices. Sweet felt mice hold red wooly hearts. 5” $22 each

- **Boy Mouse** sports knit overalls 73914
- **Girl Mouse** with knit jumper 73913

**Three Woolen Hearts Ornaments**
set of 3 with embroidered berries. 2½” 71175 $25
Winter’s Children - A Celebration of Nordic Skiing by Ryan Rodgers
The story of Nordic skiing in the Midwest since its introduction in the late 1800s. Generously illustrated with vintage photography and ski posters, this engaging book looks at early ski teams, the evolution of cross-country ski gear, efforts to establish a vast trail network, and much more. Hardcover, 392pp. 2021 72492 $34.95

Winter Sports
Nordic Ornaments!
New round metal ornaments with art by Cindy Lindgren! 3” $8.50 each
Paul Bunyan Hockey 76348
Nisse Skier 74637

Wooden Skier Tomte
Handcrafted in Estonia by Nordic Dreams to stand or hang. 5” 60670 $26

Felt Skiing Mouse
Cutest mouse on the slopes, by far! Gry og Sif’s woolen ski bum is 5” tall and ready for the slalom course. 76055 $26

Wool Felt Ice Skates
From Gry og Sif of Denmark. 2½” 73938 $10

Valona Ornaments
Delicate Himmeli ornaments, traditionally made of straw, are interpreted here in feather-weight birch by Valona, a woman-owned brand from Helsinki. They come flat-packed in a mailable envelope, easy to assemble and store. $20 each Heart 3” 76555 Star 3¼” 76556

Sledding Tomte
Handmade in Sweden of wood and felt with a reindeer fur beard. 8” tall, 6” long 74463 $30

Tiny Sweater Garland
Intricate little woolen sweaters are hand-knit by Azerbaijani women and assembled into a truly remarkable garland, for tree or fireplace! Each sweater is about 2” long; garland length is 69”. 74359 $45

Wood Tomte Ornaments
Handcrafted in Estonia. 5” $24 each
Skating Girl Tomte 59917
Hockey Tomte 59915

Wooden Tomtar
Beautifully handcrafted in Estonia by Nordic Dreams, will stand or hang. 5” $24 each
Tomte with Two Gifts 75986
Tomte Girl & Party Cracker 75982

Woodland Drinkware
Insulated stainless steel cups feature Cindy Lindgren’s skiers in a snowy forest.
Camp Mug 10oz. 74630 $29
Tumbler with Straw 20oz. 74627 $31.50
Skier Tomte below

Woven Heart
2” 65397 $5 each

Three adorable snowmen, happy as can be.
Felt Snowman Ornaments
Three simple, natural wooden ornaments from one of our favorite vendors! Made in Tranemo, Sweden.
$5 each Woven Heart 2” 65397
Natural Round Bird 2½” 74137
Red Round Bird 2½” 74138

From the innovative designers at Gry og Sif of Denmark, and skillfully made by craftspeople in Nepal (with the best of Fair-trade practices). 

Larssons Trä Ornaments
Three simple, natural wooden ornaments from one of our favorite vendors! Made in Tranemo, Sweden.
$5 each Woven Heart 2” 65397
Natural Round Bird 2½” 74137
Red Round Bird 2½” 74138

Lill-Claes
Woven Heart 2” 65397 $5 each

Lukas 8” 50751 $69 Lill-Claes 7” 71950 $89

Felt Swinging Mouse Ornament
A wooly friend to hang just about anywhere! 5” 76052 $27

Felt Red Berry Branch
A versatile, bendable branch to use alone or in arrangements, with or without ornaments, year after year. 24” 70812 $28

Felt Snowman Ornaments
Three adorable snowmen, happy as can be. 2½”, set of 3 76040 $28

From the innovative designers at Gry og Sif of Denmark, and skillfully made by craftspeople in Nepal (with the best of Fair-trade practices).
NORDIC GOD JUL

**Advent Traditions**
Open a window for a surprise each day of December ‘til Christmas! Art by Eva Melhuish.
- **Advent Calendars** 8 x 11½” $9 each
  - Tomte Gift Trio 73704
  - Tomte & Bunny 73703
- **Advent Calendar Cards** 4 x 6½”, includes envelope: $6.50 each
  - Tomte’s Christmas Star Card 76068
  - Skating Tomte Card 76066

**Advent Candle**
Count down the days to Christmas with this pure stearin candle. Denmark, 11”
- 69778 $5

**Sleek Wood Candlestick**
From Sweden, 7”
- 40832 $25

**Julrader (Christmas Rows)**
These paper cut-outs have been a beloved jul tradition for many years! Sweden
- Big Tomte with a Lantern 12 x 39” 76782 $16
- Tomte with a Woven Heart 5½ x 23” 76781 $9

**Swedish Dishcloths**
A green alternative to paper towels. Cellulose dishcloths are hard-working, long-lasting and compostable!
- Machine Washable. 7 x 8” $7 each
  - Tomte Dance 76646
  - Nordic Stars 76502
  - Holiday Reindeer 74479
- Bullfinches 66860

**Kitchen Towels**
Add holiday cheer to your kitchen with these festive cotton towels.
- Tomtesprång from Ekelund of Sweden 16 x 24” 70305 $32.50
- Busy Winter Gnomes art by Kristin Sevig 18 x 25” 74706 $16
- Woodland Friends art by Lisa Rydin Erickson 20 x 28” 76925 $20

**& TABLE**

**Festive Holiday Napkins**
Lunch size, pack of 20
- Nisse with Gifts 76459 $7
- Nisse Cut-out Silhouette pack of 12 76445 $10

**Decorate the Tree**
76449 $7

**Moomins’ Christmas**
67975 $7

**Peeking Tomtar Tiles**
Mischievous tomtar peeking through a birch forest on these high quality ceramic tiles, handmade in California.
- Tile 6 x 6” 76224 $22
- Coasters Set of 4.4 x 4” 76225 $30

**Stacking Mugs**
Stacking mugs in three holiday designs! The big 16oz. size is perfect for soup, hot chocolate, or a lot of most anything! $13 each
- Good Tidings (cardinal) 75205
- Nordic Night (deer) 73149
- Snowflake (green) 75206

**Tomte and Sled Ceramics**
A wee tomte pulls his own tiny tree through the sparkling snowy forest. Made in USA.
- Mug 11 oz 76696 $12
- Tile 6” 76558 $15

**Festive Holiday Napkins**
Lunch size, pack of 20
- Nisse with Gifts 76459 $7
- Nisse Cut-out Silhouette pack of 12 76445 $10

**Decorate the Tree**
76449 $7

**Moomins’ Christmas**
67975 $7

**Tomte and Sled Ceramics**
A wee tomte pulls his own tiny tree through the sparkling snowy forest. Made in USA.
- Mug 11 oz 76696 $12
- Tile 6” 76558 $15

**Ekelund Holiday Table Runners**
Sweden’s Ekelund Weavery, family owned since 1692, creates gorgeous linens for your home.
- 100% organic cotton, 14 x 47” $54.50 each
- Dekoration left 76310
- Tomtesprång right 70304

**Swedish Dishcloths**
A green alternative to paper towels. Cellulose dishcloths are hard-working, long-lasting and compostable!
- Machine Washable. 7 x 8” $7 each
  - Tomte Dance 76646
  - Nordic Stars 76502
  - Holiday Reindeer 74479
- Bullfinches 66860

**Kitchen Towels**
Add holiday cheer to your kitchen with these festive cotton towels.
- Tomtesprång from Ekelund of Sweden 16 x 24” 70305 $32.50
- Busy Winter Gnomes art by Kristin Sevig 18 x 25” 74706 $16
- Woodland Friends art by Lisa Rydin Erickson 20 x 28” 76925 $20

**Ekelund Holiday Table Runners**
Sweden’s Ekelund Weavery, family owned since 1692, creates gorgeous linens for your home.
- 100% organic cotton, 14 x 47” $54.50 each
- Dekoration left 76310
- Tomtesprång right 70304
**BAKING**

**Æbleskiver Pan**
Traditional, delicious Danish pancake balls. Light & fluffy, they can be filled with sweet or savory, for breakfast or anytime. Irresistible. Look for a great recipe on our blog...

**Cast Iron Æbleskiver Pan**
Wood handle and heavy duty cast iron, made to last. 77886 $42

**Æbleskiver Turners**
Set of two handy beechwood turners to rotate your æbleskiver. 12" 74225 $9

**Vanilla Powdered Sugar**
A lighter vanilla sugar, perfect for baking! 6oz 76250 $7

**Swedish Pearl Sugar**
This specialty sugar has larger, denser grains that don’t melt when baking, leaving the lovely crunchy texture intact. 10oz 67648 $6.99

**Norwegian Baking Through the Seasons**
New from Norwegian food author Nevada Berg. Sweet and savory cakes show how the seasons shape what is on the table at her Norwegian mountain farm home. A full year’s worth of recipes! 256 pages 75281 $35

**Kransekake**
Kransekake are usually served on special occasions in Scandinavian homes. They are like edible lace - delicate and oh so delicious.

**Electric Double Krumkake Iron**
Makes two cookies at a time. Recipe included. Roller sold separately. Non-stick, from CucinaPro. CW908 $59

**Wood Krumkake Roller**
Swedish Krumkake are usually served on special occasions in Scandinavian homes. They are like edible lace - delicate and oh so delicious.

**Rycraft**
Inspired by Scandinavian traditions, Rycraft creates terra cotta cookie stamps. 2" rounds. CW0029 $36

**Krumkake**
Krumkake are usually served on special occasions in Scandinavian homes. They are like edible lace - delicate and oh so delicious.

**Electric Double Krumkake Iron**
Makes two cookies at a time. Recipe included. Roller sold separately. Non-stick, from CucinaPro. CW908 $59

**Wood Krumkake Roller**
Swedish Krumkake are usually served on special occasions in Scandinavian homes. They are like edible lace - delicate and oh so delicious.

**Spritz Cookie Press**
Made of heavy-duty aluminum by Norpro, with 20 cookie discs and 3 decorating tips. Recipe included. B1805 $20

**Collectible Bundt Pan Ornaments!**
The original Nordic Ware Bundt pan in a cute, 2" collectible ornament. A set of two, one is cast in silver and one in gold, for decoration only. 74408P $30

**Bundt Baking Tools**
Melamine measuring sets, all in the shape of a Bundt! Made in the USA by Nordic Ware.

**Measuring Spoons**
set of 5 73656 $9

**Measuring Cups**
set of 6 73655 $10

**Nyåkers Pepparkakor (Ginger Snaps)**
From the oldest biscuit bakery in Sweden. Heart Pepparkakor Tin 14oz 53058 $12.50

**Pepparkakor Traditional Box**
10.6oz 73644 $7

**Spritzi Cookie Press**
Made of heavy-duty aluminum by Norpro, with 20 cookie discs and 3 decorating tips. Recipe included. B1805 $20

**Felt Gingerbread Ornaments**
A pair of wooly gingerbread cookies for your Christmas tree, from Denmark’s Gry og Sif. 3" 69743 $18.50

**Swedish Hearts**
A pair of wooly gingerbread cookies for your Christmas tree, from Denmark’s Gry og Sif. B1824-SH $14

**Rycraft**
Inspired by Scandinavian traditions, Rycraft creates terra cotta cookie stamps. 2" rounds. CW0029 $36

**Fazermint Chocolate Creams**
A soft, creamy peppermint center coated with high quality dark chocolate. From Fazer of Finland, 5.1oz 41791 $10

**Nidar Chocolate**
Favorites from Trondheim, Norway, since 1912. Troika chocolate bar with layers of truffle, marzipan and raspberry jelly. 2oz 73725 $7

**Stratos**
A soft, creamy peppermint center coated with high quality dark chocolate. From Fazer of Finland, 5.1oz 41791 $10

**Swedish Fish 2.0!**
Kolsvart uses natural flavors and real fish shapes for their delicious gummy candy. Made in Sweden with proceeds donated to promote healthy waters in Scandinavia! 4.2oz 69743 $8

**Lakrids by Bülow**
Staff favorites! High quality Danish licorice, perfectly bite-sized. 4.5 oz. #3 Red Licorice 53031 $12

**#F Dark Chocolate & Sea Salt Licorice**
Crunchy chocolate coating. 74098 $13
**Swedish Christmas Cheese**
A delicious household cheese from Sweden with a mild flavor made from natural cow’s milk. Complements any cheese plate! 2.2 lb wheel. 73517 $36

**Leksand Crispbread Wedges**
Whole grain rye knäckebröd from Sweden, in a convenient wedge shape! 7 oz. 6F122 $9

**Norwegian Patent Cheese Slicer**
This design by Bjørklund and Sons was patented in 1925 and continues to be a classic symbol of Norwegian innovation. Makes a perfect gift! 1330X $32

**Simply Scandinavian**
by Trine Hahnemann, Danish chef and blogger. With a focus on ease of cooking and seasonality of ingredients, meatballs, chicken and fish are surrounded by savory vegetables and fruits, for amazing flavors from a handful of good ingredients. Hardcover, 240pp. 2023 76255 $37.50

**Nordqvist Winter Favorites Tea Pack**
A premium selection of four Nordqvist Teas, perfect for a warm cup in winter! This box contains 24 caffeinated tea bags. Finland 73733 $18

**Biking Viking Coffee**
From Peace Coffee, a local company with wonderful fair-trade ethics and bike delivery, comes coffee fit for a Viking! Medium roast smoothness with tasting notes of dark chocolate, honey & cedar. 12 oz. $14.95 each

**Hafi Marmalades**
New! From one of our favorite Swedish brands come four amazing new marmalade flavors. Perfect for sweet mornings or savory snacks. 4.9 oz. Blackberry Licorice 76245 $7 Fig & Olive Muscovado 76246 $7 Lemon Mandarin 76247 $7 Orange Saffron 76248 $9

**Swedish Rosti Bowls**
Margrethe bowls - these in a warm curry yellow - are a classic design from Rosti of Denmark, maker of long-lasting melamine kitchen products since 1954. A true joy to use. Small 1.6 qt 75915 $18 Medium 2.1 qt 74954 $23 Large 3.2 qt 74955 $26 Heavy Duty Spoon 25280CU $7

**Honeycomb Loaf Pan**
New! From Nordic Ware, a bronze cast loaf pan that makes a honeycomb pattern with raised flowers and bees. Makes a pretty 5 x 8” cake, recipe included. 73647 $44

**Electric Bethany Lefse Grills - the best!**
Instructions included. 16” Aluminum Grill C1617 $129 Non-stick Grill not shown C1618 $149 Rolling Pin Brush Perfect for cleaning the grooves in your rolling pin. Groovy! 72204 $15 Lefse Rolling Pin Made in Minnesota by Lokstad Products. C1615 $42 Pastry Rolling Board 19” C1619 $35 Turning Stick C1616 $7.50 Heavy Duty Potato Ricer Perfect for lefse dough. 10568 $39
**THE MOOMINS!**

Beloved around the world since 1945, the Moomintroll stories and comic strips created by Finland’s Tove Jansson are filled with adventure, imagination, and gentle life lessons. Welcome to Moominvalley!

- **Minidolls**
  - Wooden figures from the Moomin universe! Made to last by Isoisän Puulelut in Finland.
  - 3” - 3½” $20 each
- **Moomin 73237**
- **Snorkmaiden 73864**
- **Moominpappa 73238**
- **Moominmamma 73239**
- **Little My 73862**

**Goodnight, Moomin**

When Moomin just can’t get to sleep, the family tries all kinds of ways to help. With gentle, loving support, he does finally drift off to sleep. The perfect bedtime book. Board book, 14 pages, 2023 75857 $9.99

**Moomin and the Golden Leaf**

Based on stories by Tove Jansson, Finland Moomintroll finds an extraordinary golden leaf and the search begins for the golden tree it must have come from. Hardcover, 28pp. 2019 75877 $15.99

**Moomin 123 & Moomin ABC**

Colorful pages feature the Moomin trolls and quotes from Tove Jansson’s stories. Ages 3-7, hardcover, 2022 $9.99 each

- **Counting** 75164
- **Alphabet** 75165

**Moomin Socks**

Give your feet some Moomin lovin’!

- Great quality cotton/poly socks for kids and their big people.
- Little My Kid size M 76884 $19
- Rainbow Stripes Adult sizes $25 each
  - S/M 70312
  - L/XL 76889

**KID’S** visit ingebretsen.com for more kids’ stuff

- **Super Heroes!** Adventures abound in these two internationally acclaimed imaginative stories of boys who deal with life’s challenges by becoming super heroes.
  - By Hakon Ovreas and illustrated by Oyvind Torseter. Norway.
  - **Brown** (My Alter Ego is a Super Hero #1) Pb, 134pp. 2019 76254 $9.95
  - **Black** (My Alter Ego is a Super Hero #2) Pb, 192pp. 2023 76256 $12.95

- **Viking Strong** by Doug Cenko
  - Ingrid wants to win the Strongest Viking contest! She knows she’s strong, but part of the contest is swimming, and no matter how hard she tries, she sinks. With Stig’s and their kittens’ help, she learns some things are more important than winning. Ages 3-7 Hardcover, 76705 $18.99

- **Troll Forest, A Norwegian Tale** by Donna Marie Seim, illustrated by Susan Spellman
  - Alone in the forest at dusk, 14-year-old Peter falls asleep but is awakened by loud voices. Giant trolls! The boy is in danger, does he dare show himself? It’s quite the magical adventure. Hardcover, 2022 74655 $24.95

**Now That Night is Near**

by Astrid Lindgren, Sweden

illustrated with soft pastel drawings by Marit Törnqvist, Sweden.

Lull your child to sleep with this sweet tale of the world and its creatures getting ready for sleep as night approaches.

Ages Hardcover, 28pp. 2020 76707 $17.95

**READ ALL ABOUT IT**

Our website is home to a large, well-curated collection of Nordic-inspired books, from fiction to history to cookbooks to kids’ books. Here is a sampling from several of the categories - dig in!

- **FICTION**
- **NON FICTION**
- **HISTORY**
- **VIKINGS**
- **FOLKLORE**
- **COOKBOOKS**
- **HUMOR**
- **LANGUAGE... & MORE**

- **The Book of Nordic Self-Care**
  - By Elisabeth Carlsson, Sweden
  - With a focus on wellness practices, learn to prepare simple Nordic foods, immerse yourself in nature, adapt to the seasons, gain calm and happiness, and simplify and savor your everyday life. Hardcover, 144pp. 2023 76704 $16.99

- **It’s Murder Dontcha Know?**
  - By Jeanne Cooney, Minnesota
  - A fun mystery, set in northwestern Minnesota. A robbery and murder happens at the local pharmacy, and Doris’ grown children are suspects. She gets caught up in proving their innocence and searches for the real killer. Filled with many delicious recipes and Scandinavian humor.
  - Paperback, 344pp. 2022 174770 $16

- **River Kings**
  - By Cat Jarman
  - Enlightening new visions of the role of women and children in Viking culture. Told as a riveting history of the Vikings, it follows an epic story of the Viking Age that traces the historical trail of an ancient piece of jewelry found in a Viking grave in England to its origins thousands of miles east in India.
  - Paperback, 324pp. 2023 72733P $18.95

- **Stolen**
  - By Ann-Helén Laestadius, Sweden
  - A 9-yr. old Sami girl witnesses a man killing her beloved reindeer. Told there is nothing the police can do about “stolen” reindeer, her anger is compounded ten years later when more reindeer are killed. This time the hunter comes after her, leading to a catastrophic final confrontation.
  - Based on real events.

- **Norse Myths Tales of Odin, Thor, and Loki**
  - By Kevin Crossley-Holland
  - From the creation of the nine worlds to the final battle of power between gods and giants – with love matches, thrilling journeys, and magic.
  - Hardcover, 226pp. 2017 63332 $27.99

- **Colonel Hans Christian HEG and the Norwegian American Experience**
  - By Odd. S. Lovoll
  - This biography of a civil war hero, Norwegian American Hans Christian Heg (1829–1863), an abolitionist, journalist, anti slavery activist, prison reformer, politician, and soldier, illuminates the experiences of Norwegian American immigrants in their new home.
  - Paperback, 216pp. 2023 75158 $24.95

- **Fast Talk Phrasebooks**
  - If you don’t know the languages, you can still have rewarding experiences with these easy to use pocket phrasebooks containing essential words and phrases, pronunciation guides and expert tips.
  - **Norwegian** 76744 $5.99
  - **Swedish** 76745 $7.99
  - **Danish** 76746 $7.99
  - **Finnish** 76747 $7.99

- **Favorite Ole & Lena Joke Books**
  - By Mike and Else Sevig
  - The enduring popularity of Ole & Lena jokes is legendary. These four quaint collections are filled with laughter.
  - Paperback, 48pp. $4.99 each
  - **Book 1** 70334
  - **Book 2** 70335
  - **Book 3** 74710
  - **Book 4** 74711
PUZZLE PLAY

Jigsaw Puzzles...
Fun for the whole family!

Foraged Puzzle
Photo art by Sherrie Sanville
1000 pieces  20 x 27”
76270  $18

Edvard Munch’s The Sun Puzzle
1000 pieces  20 x 29”
74277  $23

Two-Sided On-the-Go Puzzles
Unique designs are printed on each side. 49 pieces in a handy carrying case. Ages 5+
11½ x 14”  $12 each
Animal Menagerie  76868
Under the Sea  74560

Puzzle Twists!
Something’s amiss! The finished puzzle is a bit different than the picture… so fun! $22 each
Adventures of Paul and Babe Art by Cindy Lindgren 1000 pieces
19 x 26½”  75607
Winter Gnomes Art by Kirsten Sevig 500 pieces
18 x 24”  75067
Nordic Knits Photo of Julie Steller’s studio by Puzzle Twist. 500 pieces
19 x 26½”  76754

LEGO Christmas Train Puzzle
A fun puzzle project for the whole family to build and enjoy together. Four individual 100-piece puzzles connect to make an 8 x 30” cheery winter village scene!
Ages 7+  76273  $17

FACED PUSSELES

Wood Carving Hook Knives
Two knives made for carving spoons or bowls. From MoraKniv of Sweden, maker of high quality tools since 1891. 7” total length, includes leather wrap sheath. $45 each
Mora Hook Knife Double edged knife for smaller, deeper rounds  67676
Mora Wide Hook Knife Double edged knife for larger projects like bowls  67677

Hook, Line & Tinker Embroidery Kits
Make your own beautiful embroidered design with these fun, easy-to-use craft kits. Instructions, floss, needle, and 6” hoop included. From Nova Scotia. $30 each
Hook Blue Jay  74925  First Day of Christmas - Partridge  74679
Folk Cardinal  74924

Lykke Needle Set
This birch knitting needle set is the equivalent of 27 pairs of circular needles, all with interchangeable tips and cords. A $300+ value! Find more details at ingebretsens.com.
76675  $120

Arne Mitten Pattern
Kate Running’s easy-to-follow pattern featuring the traditional Norwegian Selbu star is named for her Uncle Arne, who would be pleased to lend his name to your next favorite pair of mittens!
62354  $7

Viking Knits
by Lasse L. Matberg, Norway
Inspired by the Vikings’ durable clothing, these tough-wearing outerwear and elegant cardigans are made in beautiful Scandinavian style.
Hardcover, 192pp. 2022  74257  $29.95

Ingebretsen’s Wood Knitting Tools
Needle Gauge Tool
Measure the size of mystery needles or hooks, project gauge, and even yarn weight with a wraps-per-inch indentation. 74912  $16
Yarn Gauge Tool
Use this tool to lay a strand of yarn and take measurement of the weight. 74910  $11

All-Year-Round Knitting for Little Sweethearts
by Hanne Andreassen Hjelmås and Torunn Steinsland, Norway
68 patterns inspired by nature, with sweet, casual appeal, perfect for each season’s adventures. Sizes newborn to adults, with beautiful designs for everyone. Hardcover, 202pp. 2022  73612  $29.99

INGEBRETSSENS.COM  TOLL FREE - 800 279 9333  GIFTS - 612 729 9333  MEATS - 612 729 9331
COLLECTIBLES 2023

left to right
Royal Copenhagen Christmas Plate  Christmas Time in the Forest
7”  74876  $155  *sale price $124
Bing & Grondal Christmas Plate  Christmas at the Roskilde Cathedral
7”  74873  $155  *sale price $124
Porsgrund Christmas Plate  Hyacinth
7”  76678  $100
Royal Copenhagen Annual Santa  4”  74877  $110  *sale price $88

left to right
Orrefors of Sweden Ornament
125th Anniversary Crystal Woven Star 3”  76677  $100
Norwegian Annual Pewter Ornament
Vintage Skis on a starry heart 3”  76642  $15

Sverigealmanackan
by Erkers Marie Persson
of Sweden (European dating)
Wall
12x17” CA110-24  $19.95
Wall 8x12” CA111-24  $15.95
Desk 4x6” CA112-24  $12.95
Carl Larsson 12x13” CA113-24  $15.99
Midthun Nisse 12x13.5” [European Dating] CA131-24  $34

Vision & Verse...
10x13”  $15.50 each  Norway CA103-24  Sweden CA104-24
Calendars from Norway  9.5x11.5”  $24 each  Stave Churches CA137-24  Norway Scenic 13014-24

Calendars 2024

NordiskKal  9x12”  $16 each  Denmark CA116-24  Finland CA115-24  Norway CA121-24  Sweden CA120-24

Calendars from Norway  9.5x11.5”  $24 each
Sverigeanalmanacken by Erkers Marie Persson
of Sweden (European dating)
Wall 12x17” CA110-24  $19.95
Wall 8x12” CA111-24  $15.95
Desk 4x6” CA112-24  $12.95
Carl Larsson 12x13” CA113-24  $15.99
Midthun Nisse 12x13.5” [European Dating] CA131-24  $34

CALENDARS 2024

Vision & Verse...
10x13”  $15.50 each  Norway CA103-24  Sweden CA104-24
Calendars from Norway  9.5x11.5”  $24 each  Stave Churches CA137-24  Norway Scenic 13014-24

Royal Copenhagen Christmas Plate  Christmas Time in the Forest
7”  74876  $155  *sale price $124
Bing & Grondal Christmas Plate  Christmas at the Roskilde Cathedral
7”  74873  $155  *sale price $124
Porsgrund Christmas Plate  Hyacinth
7”  76678  $100
Royal Copenhagen Annual Santa  4”  74877  $110  *sale price $88

Norwegian Annual Pewter Ornament
Vintage Skis on a starry heart 3”  76642  $15

Sverigealmanackan
by Erkers Marie Persson
of Sweden (European dating)
Wall
12x17” CA110-24  $19.95
Wall 8x12” CA111-24  $15.95
Desk 4x6” CA112-24  $12.95
Carl Larsson 12x13” CA113-24  $15.99
Midthun Nisse 12x13.5” [European Dating] CA131-24  $34

Vision & Verse...
10x13”  $15.50 each  Norway CA103-24  Sweden CA104-24
Calendars from Norway  9.5x11.5”  $24 each  Stave Churches CA137-24  Norway Scenic 13014-24

Cloth Calendars
Printed polyester, includes hanger: 8x28” $17 each
Dala Horse 60424-24
Rosemaling 60426-24

INGEBRETSEN’S NORDIC MARKETPLACE

Date ________________

800 279 9333  orders@ingebretsens.com  612 729 9333

U.S. STANDARD SHIPPING
FOR MAIL-IN ORDERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$0 to $35</th>
<th>$35 to $75</th>
<th>$75 to $125</th>
<th>$125 to $200</th>
<th>$200 &amp; up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$9.50</td>
<td>$11</td>
<td>$12.50</td>
<td>$14.50</td>
<td>$Free</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please note:
Shipping charges for phone-in
and online orders
are calculated by
weight and destination.

Orders to HI or AK may be subject to additional charges.
Orders shipping to Canada:
Canadian orders are charged the actual amount of postage,
plus a handling fee of $2.

ORDERED BY:
Name __________________________________________
Address  _______________________________________
City ___________________________ State______ Zip__________
Day Phone (___)______________________     EMail ___________________________________

SHIPPED TO (IF DIFFERENT):
Name __________________________________________
Address  _______________________________________
City ___________________________ State______ Zip__________
Day Phone (___)______________________     EMail ___________________________________

PAYMENT INFO:
I’ve enclosed my check or money order for $ ________________
Credit Card # ___________________________   Exp. Date____________

Tusen takk! Thank you for your order!

INGEBRETSENS.COM TOLL FREE - 800 279 9333 GIFTS - 612 729 9333 MEATS - 612 729 9331
Our building has been graced by a beautiful mural in the traditional Swedish Kurbits style since 1997. Local artist Judith Kjenstad designed and painted it, and it’s been a much-loved landmark ever since. We call the center panel “the family table”. It speaks to the heart of what our business means to us - togetherness, food, family, connection, tradition.

Velkommen!

NOTE!
Shipping and supply chain issues are better this year but still happening, and many of our products are at the mercy of those. We're working hard to have plenty of stock, but do order as early as you can. Thanks!